In this paper a formula is obtained for the entries of the diagonal factor in the UDL factorisation of an invertible operator matrix in the case when its inverse has a chordal graph. As a consequence, in the finite dimensional case a determinant formula is obtained in terms of some key principal minors. After a cancellation process this formula leads to a determinant formula from an earlier paper by W.W. Barrett and C.R. Johnson, deriving in this way a different and shorter proof of their result. Finally, an algorithmic method of constructing minimal vertex separators of chordal graphs is presented.
INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES
Let us introduce first some notations and recall some results. For terminology and results concerning graph theory we follow the book [4] . Let G -(V,E) be an undirected graph, where the vertex set V is { 1 , . . . ,n} and the edge set E is a symmetric irreflexive binary relation on V. The adjacency set of a vertex v is denoted by Adj(v) , that is, w £ Adj(y) if (v,w) G E. Given a subset ACV, define the subgraph induced by A by G A = (A,EA) , where E A = {(x,y) G E\x G A and y G A}. The complete graph is the graph with the property that every pair of distinct vertices is adjacent. A subset ACV is a clique if the induced graph on A is complete. A path [vi,.. For an index set a C { 1 , . . . , n} and R £ Q denote by R(a) the principal submatrix of R corresponding to the index set a.
THE RESULTS
The next lemma is a simple generalisation of its scalar matrix version in [7] . Since the proof in that paper involves determinants, we present here a modified operator version of it. PROOF: It is sufficient to prove the result for k = 2 since after this a simple induction argument proves the result for general k. Let R -(A,-,-)? = 1 be the block decomposition of R corresponding to the partition {i>i} U Xi U {{v2, • • • ,v n } --X'I} of the index set V. Let further R~* -(«i>)* = 1 be the correspondently decomposed [3] Matrices with chorda! inverses 437 inverse of R. Since 031 = 0, the relation:
implies that a n is the (1,1) entry of the inverse of I ) = fi({«i}Uli).
Since A22 = R{Xi) is also invertible, it follows that a n is invertible and consequently
Denote now iZ" 1 = ( I with respect to the partion {t>i}U{i;2, . . . , v n } of the index set. Then, by the well known Schur complement argument, 
We remark that without loss of generality in the previous proposition it can be assumed that a = [1,... , n] since otherwise we reorder the rows and columns of R by the ordering of a, and under this assumption D is the diagonal factor in the UDL factorisation of R.
The rest of the paper deals with determinant formulas and thus all the spaces are assumed to be finite dimensional. In the paper [2] , it is proved that if G is chordal,
T = (V(G),E(G)) is a tree for G, R G Q, is invertible with R'
1 e QG, then
(2.3)
provided that the terms of the denominator are nonzero. Next we present how the formula (2.3) can be obtained from (2.1).
PROPOSITION 2 . 3 . For any perfect scheme <T -[«!,...,»"] and tree T = (V(T),E(T)) for G the formula (2.3) can be obtained from (2.1) by cancellation.
PROOF: The proposition is proven by induction on n, the number of vertices of G. For n = 1 it is obvious. Suppose now that T = {V(T'), E(T')) is a tree for the graph G{v2,...,v n }-Assume that
There are two possibilities: A. The clique X x is not maximal in G{ rji ... irn} . Then a tree T = (V(T), E(T)) can be obtained by adding to V(T') a new vertex corresponding to {t>i} U Xi and a [5] Matrices with chordal inverses 439 new edge joining this vertex with the vertex of V(T') corresponding to the maximal clique of G{ VJ Vn y containing Xi. Thus
and the equahty is proved for G without any new cancellation. B. The clique X x is maximal in G{ VJ Vn y. A tree T -{V(T), E(T)) for G can be obtained from T' by renaming the vertex corresponding to X\ by {?i} U Xi.
Thus, in the product
the term detM(Xi) will be cancelled.The right member of (2.4) after multiplication with (detM({ui}UX 1 ))/(detM(Xi)) and cancellation of detM(Xi) becomes
T h e denominator of this latter expression coincides with the denominator of (2.3) since V\ is contained in a unique maximal clique of V. This finishes the proof. D
In [3, Theorem 3.5] it is proved that for any tree T for G, the set of cliques appearing in the denominator of (2. separator must coincide with a minimal v r -Vk separator and by the assumption made for G' it is of the desired form. So the statement is completely proved. D If R is a partial positive definite matrix (see [5] for definitions) then in [5] it was proved that there is a unique positive definite completion Q of R with the property that {Q~1) i -= 0 for the entries (ij) for which Rij is unknown. Also Q represents the unique maximum determinant positive definite completion of R. Then, if in'addition the graph G of R is chorda], det Q can be obtained by the formula (2.3) . This was proved in [6] . In [3] , another formula for detQ was given. In [1] a formula for the determinant of an arbitrary positive definite completion of R was given.
